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Mad hatters!

After much deliberation judges (I to rt) John Sharp, Frank Bull and Ken Jones, stand
behind Glenys Murphy, and winners Pat Baker (second), Sandra Reynolds (first) and
Susan Jordan (third).
GOOD
FRIDAY
had
special
significance for members of staff at
Bedminster branch, Bristol.
As part of the Easter celebration their
inventive
SSA section
committee
arranged and encouraged an Easter
bonnet competition.
A fine turn out and beautiful weather
accompanied the judging of the 18
anonymously entered hats. One of the
judges was manager John Sharp and he
said that the hard work that had gone
into the elaborate bonnets reflected the

enthusiasm put into all SSA activities by
the new committee and equally
enthusiastic staff at the branch.
'There were no rules for the bonnet
competition' explained one of the
organisers Glenys Murphy 'we just
wanted
everyone
to
use
their
imagination', and they certainly did
that! Through similar competitions and
activities staff have over recent months
discovered just how much talent there is
in their branch and provided a lot of
fun for everyone.

April 1980

We won!
CROSSING THE ATLANTIC just in
time to make our front page is the news
from Charlton driver John Woods that
St Thomas More FC under 13's team
has won the Dallas Cup and taken
Texas by storm.
In March we reported how John's son
Sean plays for the amazingly skilful and
successful St Thomas More under 13's
football team, and how they had been
invited to go to Texas this Easter in
order to compete, along with about 30
other countries, in the Dallas Cup
Junior
International
Football
Tournament.
The finals took place on Easter
Monday
and
John
booked
a
transatlantic teleephone call almost
immediately to relay the good news to
the folks back home.
The South London lads played six
games and won them all. Even with the
temperature up in the eighties they won
easily—'there was no one to touch them'
is how John put it.

Budget account
THE BUDGET has passed yet again
and in certain areas had a direct effect
on JS and its employees.
With expectations that Chancellor Sir
Geoffrey Howe would slap an extra
pound on the price of spirits a 'boozers'
budget stampede' was expected and
Sainsbury's duly reported: 'Customers
bought more wines and spirits than
usual.' In the event alcohol duties went
up, adding about 2p to a pint of beer, 8p
to a bottle of wine and 50p to a bottle of
whisky.
Tobacco duty was also increased
putting 5p on a packet of 20 cigarettes
and nearly 4p to 25 gramme packs of
pipe tobacco.
In the area of transport, vehicle excise
duty went up by £10 to £60 for a car,
with a 20 per cent rise for lorries (30 per
cent on the heaviest). Petrol prices went

up by the equivalent of 1 Op a gallon and
derv about 4p a gallon.
Still in the same area, the assumed
benefit of a company car on which tax is
levied is to be increased by 20 per cent
from April 1981 but the annual business
mileage to qualify for a reduced tax rate
is to be cut from 25,000 to 18,000 miles.
Of interest to those employees who
qualify for the Profit Sharing Scheme,
though the full implications to the JS
plan have yet to be assessed, the value of
shares allocated to employees and
qualifying for tax relief has been
doubled to £1,000. Shares can be sold
after two instead of five years and can be
drawn free of income tax after seven
instead of 10 years.
The full effects of the budget however
will not begin to make themselves clear
for a couple of months.

John with his two sons Nick (left) and
Dallas whizzkid Sean.
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Engineers and
architects
on the move
MORE MOVES have been made in the
architects and engineers department.
Roy Linfield at the beginning of the
financial year becomes departmental
director of that department.
John Kerss and Graham Wake are to
have full responsibility for 'in-house'
development projects, reporting to Roy
Linfield, and this completes the
restructuring of the department on a
project
management
basis " first
announced a year ago.
Following the transfer of George
Lloyd to SavaCentre as their chief
engineer, and taking into account Ron
Condick's retirement later this year,
Peter Cooper is appointed manager of
the
refrigeration
and
electrical
department and Brian Wright manager
of the environmental and mechanical
department—in both cases reporting to
Roy Linfield.
As manager of branch engineering
Peter Ibbotson will take responsibility
for co-ordination of design between
design and branch engineers on matters
affecting branch maintenance.
He will have responsibility for
building service supervisors following
the retirement of Andy Brown, and act
as company engineer in those areas
where engineering representation is
required on a company-wide basis.
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AN ADVERTISEMENT for JS minibone rib roast won a slice of the action
at
this
year's
Campaign
Press
Advertising Awards. (Campaign is the
leading media magazine in the UK.)
The ad, produced by Abbott Mead
Vickers SMS, gained the top award for
the best press ad in the retail category. It
appeared in a number of women's

magazines in January.
The now infamous Pentland Crown
ad was one of the runners up.
'As a company we have never bothered much about awards, so long as
we thought the ad was doing the job it
was intended to' says JS advertising manager Mike Conolly. 'But nevertheless
it's nice to get another one.'

Credit where credit's due
APRIL 14 heralds the coming of the
credit card to JS. From this date both
Access and
Barclaycard will be
acceptable, for a minimum six month
trial at six stores and two freezer centres.
After
carefully
researching
its
customers Sainsbury's decided
to
evaluate the two most widely used cards
rather than introducing an individual JS
budget account card. Said finance
director David Sainsbury: This will
allow us to test the public's reaction with
maximum customer convenience. We
shall be monitoring the customer appeal
of these cards over the next six months
and only then will a decision be taken as
to whether these facilities are to be
extended'.
To help customers check out quickly,
cardholders will be able to collect a
credit card sales voucher completed with
the basic details on arrival at the store.
Once the selection of goods has been

made the checkout personnel will have
only to add the total cost.
The supermarkets where.the trial will
be held are Coldhams Lane, North
Cheam, Lordshill, Broadmarsh, Kings
Heath and Broadfield and the freezer
centres at Dulwich and Lewes.
Competitors
too
are
currently
carrying out similar tests. Last summer
saw Tesco, the Co-op and International
introduce their own credit cards and
Asda has its Asdacard on trial in nine
stores. More recently two Asda, six
Tesco and six Fine Fare stores began
evaluating the use of Access cards.
Over ten million people now have
credit cards and it is estimated that
about 100,000 new cards are being
issued each month. But at present credit
cards account for only £2 out of every
£100 we spend on consumer goods and
services compared with £75 cash and £18
by cheque.

New appointments at Blackfriars
VARIOUS new appointments have been
made at head office recently.
In the estates department Peter Boam
has been appointed estates manager
responsible for the acquisition of sites
for JS/GB Home Improvements.
In order to take advantage of the
rapidly
developing
technology
of
communications and office equipment
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using micro-processors, Peter Smith,
manager of data processing, is to assume
an additional responsibility for the
company's telecommunications
and
office machinery.
Dick Hill is appointed purchasing
manager designate to take over from
Peter Ellis when he retires. Dick Hill will
continue to be responsible for the

company car centre.
John Lavender is appointed office
manager, Blackfriars, with full effect
from August. In addition to general
office management duties his responsibilities will include office services, printing
and security. He will however retain his
present responsibilities for the coordination of article numbering.

Super Surbiton!
IT WAS HARD WORK getting the
new branch at Surbiton ready in time to
open on March 25, but the 160 or so
staff managed it, and when the first few
hundred customers came streaming
through the doors at 9.30 am, they were
full of praise for the 'beautiful, bright
and big' new supermarket.
Sir John Sainsbury was there
to welcome customers to the store,
which replaces two small counter/self
service stores, one at Surbiton, the other
at Hook, both of which closed the
Saturday before.
It was the contrast between the new
and the old shops that was the main
topic of conversation when the new one
opened. The size of the shopfloor at
1,640 square metres (17,642 square feet),
was the most obvious difference, as was
the much wider range of goods on the
shelves. The 18 twin-bay checkouts with
their electronic cash registers, would
obviously minimise the crush and
queuing that had become a way of life
at the old branches. The overhead car
park, with space for more than 200 cars,
would make weekly and monthly
shopping trips a comparative joy
compared with the mad dash into the
Street with a loaded trolley to avoid
finding a parking ticket awaiting your
return.
All but one or two of the staff from
old Surbiton and Hook accepted the
offer to transfer to the new store. T was
very worried that they would not be able
to adjust to working in a supermarket'

Sir John Sainsbury (centre) and
departmental director Dennis Males (far
left) greet the first wave of eager
shoppers.
says BPO Pat Targett 'but they have
taken to this new way of doing things
like ducks to water. In fact they have
been marvellous.'
And they had to be little marvels to
get the store up to scratch. Building
delays had already postponed the
opening day for six months, and in
order to get the store ready in time for
Easter the handover period was cut from
three, to just over two weeks.
Manager
Ray Clark
and
his
management team worked without a

break for nine days to bring the
programme back on schedule. 'We lost
track of the days of the week after a
while' he says. 'Being together on an
effective teamwork course, really showed
its worth, during these first few days.'
Ray, who is 31, couldn't help drawing
comparisons between Surbiton and the
opening of Farnborough where he was
previously manager. 'A building strike
delayed the opening of Farnborough for
about six months. Only a couple of vital
things were still to be done at the time of
the strike. When we finally took over the
store was spotless.'
This was not the case at Surbiton.
'My staff worked miracles' says Ray.
'They scrubbed the shop from top to
bottom. There were no major problems,
but lots of little ones that could so easily
have worn them down. But somehow
they coped.'
They even coped when the canteen
was flooded and Dyno-Rod had to be
called in to unblock a faulty drain. The
site was not an easy one to develop. It is
on a slope and is restricted by a main
road at the front and a main railway line
at the back. JS architects and engineers,
however, came up with a scheme that
makes maximum use of the long narrow
site; and the imaginative frontage is said
to make the store one of the most
attractive in the High Street.
The feeling on the shopfloor is one of
spaciousness and it greatly impressed all
the first day customers, many of them
continued on page 11

Left: An era ends with the closing of the old Surbiton store—its shelves almost empty on the last day of trading. A new era begins as
the crowds gather outside the new store on opening morning.

Left: The day before opening, a river of trolleys awaits the expected flood of first day customers. On 'the banks' of the river some of
the shop staff take a well earned breather. Right: Roll call at the 'front end' for the girls who will soon meet their first customers.
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Bran new taste

Vive le litre
BIG NEWS for brandy drinkers is the
introduction of a litre bottle of JS's
French Brandy. This follows the success
of the half litre size launched at the end
of 1978.
Buying your brandy in bulk is
cheaper, for a litre costs £6.60p against
£3.35p for a half litre size. (Pre-budget
prices.)

Bags of tea!
FOUR INTO ONE will go according to
an old age pensioner, who was delighted
to find that one Red Label tea bag made
four large cups of tea.
So pleased was she that she sat down
and wrote the following poem about it—
no doubt with an inspiring cuppa by her
side.
With Sainshury's super Red Label
The skilful teamaker is able
To make from one bag
Without any snag
Four splendid full cups for her table

Dinner date
THE 25 CLUB ANNUAL DINNER is
to be held on October 13 at the Royal
Lancaster Hotel in London. The club
now has about 800 members who will be
sent formal invitations sometime in
August. This annual get together is now
in its eleventh year.

IT TOOK TWO YEARS to develop
JS's Breakfast Bran which goes on sale
for the first time this month. JS is the
only supermarket chain so far to come
up with its own variety of this increasingly popular cereal.
Getting the taste right is the biggest
problem with bran products. It has a
bitter taste that is hard to disguise.
However two years of experimenting
with different manufacturing techniques
and recipes have resulted in a JS product
that should convert those who still think
that bran is something you only use in
lucky dip tubs, or feed to horses.
JS Breakfast Bran is manufactured by
an American process which extrudes the
mixture into those familiar little sticks.

Unlike the well-known 'you know who'
bran which is cut into strips from flat
sheets.
'As far as I know JS is the only company in the UK using this American
technique' says Brian Horley, manager
of the grocery department responsible
for cereals. 'Ours is certainly the only
UK supermarket own-label product like
it around at the moment."
JS Breakfast Bran is on sale at about
90 branches to start with. It will be
extended to others as it becomes more
established. The price of a 15 ounce
pack is 37p, while the large 680
grame/1 lb 8 ounce size costs 53p, which
is at least ten per cent cheaper than any
other similar product on the market.

Icing on the profit cake
A GOOD FIRST half year has been
reported by the Bejam group whose
taxable profits have made a jump of 50
per cent to £4.1 million.
The improvement in profits came
almost entirely from the main business
of frozen foods and freezers. Directors
are confident that profits in the second
half will exceed those of the same period
last year, and referring to the purchase
of 16 Fine Fare freezer centres they also
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expect significant benefits.
12 of the stores are in towns where
Bejam is not at present represented, and
the remaining four will continue to
operate for the time being. The group is
continuing its policy of closing smaller
centres and replacing them with larger
ones and Bejam now have 151 branches
with a total selling area of 527,000 sq ft.
JS now has a total of 22 independent
freezer centres.

Hotel for sale
A MERE £15 MILLION could buy you
the still unfinished 770-bedroom King's
Reach Hotel next door to Stamford
House.
The shell was completed in 1976
before its developer went bust. And now
the American company, Sea Containers,
that bought it for £9 million two years
ago, has had to admit that it cannot
afford to fit the hotel out and it's on the
market again.

Natural progression
REVLON is not only a hit in the three
JS stores who are selling Natural
Wonder cosmetics as a trial to test their
popularity. Revlon is the second largest
group in the US and last month
reported record results.
Net earnings for 1979 totalled
$152.69m or $4.60 a share—an increase
of 18.2 per cent over the previous year.
Sales advanced too, by 18.6 per cent.
The company announced that in 1979
it continued to gain market share in its
domestic beauty business. Revlon
International again reported sales
advances in excess of the company's
domestic beauty business.

Clock watchers look out!
LOOKING for a good time—then look
no
further
than
the
hardware
department's handsome new range of
battery operated wall clocks. There are
four designs in the range and they are all
priced at a modest £6.95p.
The clocks are made in Ireland by
Hanson and have a quartz movement

that is guaranteed to remain accurate to
within a couple of seconds a year. To
begin with the range will be on sale in
about 16 stores but it is hoped to increase this number in the near future.
'We have been looking at wall clocks
for sometime' says buyer Philip Harlow.
'But it wasn't until Hanson went over to

using quartz movements, which are said
to be the most reliable, that we began to
give the idea serious consideration,
'We had a range in a few branches
during the run up to Christmas. It was
the very favourable reaction to this trial
run that finally decided us to stock this
type of clock all the year round.'

UK retailers call for EEC farm price freeze
THE RETAIL CONSORTIUM, which
represents most of the food shops in
Britain has called for a freeze on most
EEC farm prices.
In evidence sent to the Ministry of
Agriculture, the Consortium showed that

grocers were worried that price rises
would depress shop sales and said that
there was no case for increases on milk,
sugar, beef, veal, fruit and vegetables,
for which farmers want rises of almost
eight per cent.

It also wanted more attention paid to
the fifth principle of the common agricultural policy expressed in the Treaty of
Rome which says the policy must 'ensure that supplies reach consumers at
reasonable prices.'
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t h e big three
SIX HUNDRED well organised staff
successfully opened SavaCentre number
three to the public on March 18.
Miserable weather did not deter the
curious crowds—it merely emphasised
how bright and comfortable the atmosphere in the new hypermarket was.
Store director Tony Campbell has
gone to Basildon with over a year's
experience as deputy store director at
Hempstead SavaCentre—and he is only
30 years old. He started working for a
supermarket chain in the North of
England and later spent three years as a
special projects manager studying
methods of retailing. 'I watched the
movements made by British Home

Stores and Sainsbury's with great
interest and was attracted to the
and
character
personality
of
SavaCentre. I have seen stores on the
Continent too but SavaCentre is
unique!'
The Basildon store is slightly larger
even than the initial two JS and BHS
joint ventures at Washington and
Hempstead. The SavaCentre occupies a
total area of approximately 150,000
square feet (13,935 square metres) about
half of which is used for warehousing
and the other half as the sales hall. The
sales area is allocated approximately
into one-third for food, one-third for
hard goods and one-third for textiles,

footwear and lighting departments.
The store is not only very convenient
for the nearby bus and railway stations
but has parking for nearly 1,000 cars
and so can be expected to lure many
people
to
Basildon
from
the
surrounding areas and the east end of
London. Basildon is a 'new town'
development, established just 30 years
ago, and the trading pattern proved
different even during the first few days.
The pressure was quite relentless,
whereas SavaCentres have previously
experienced a few lulls between surges of
customers!
A fantastic number of shoppers went
through the 36 checkouts at SavaCentre

Above: store director Tony Campbell andjust one of the JS display team who worked so hard at Basildon, Gordon Marchant. Sir
John (right) with Bill Grey, chief superintendent of Basildon Police and Harvey Proctor, MP discuss the store's prospects during
their preview tour.

The neon lights of the restaurant which seats nearly 400 people.
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The restaurant with a view looks down on the crowds on opening day.
on its first day. 18,000 people took
advantages of the very best value goods
including the fresh food from the
bakery, butchery, provisions and fresh
fish departments. Many customers
expressed their appreciation of the
licensed restaurant too—particularly
because no unaccompanied children are,
under normal circumstances, allowed in.
The restaurant seats about 380 and is
the most distinctive feature of the
interior design. It allows an upper level
panoramic view of the store commended
by customers and all the visitors invited
to the official opening buffet lunch on
March 17.
Sir John Sainsbury's wish of success
for the Basildon venture at the lunch
was seconded by Cliff Jones, chairman
of Basildon Council. Sir John and Colin
Paterson, chief executives of the parent
companies, accept the chairmanship of
SavaCentre on alternate years. JS
directors and representatives from local
press and employers were impressed by
the results of the hard work put in by all
concerned as they inspected the store.
Executive
architects,
Basildon
Development Corporation, offered the
site to SavaCentre and it was over two
years ago that JS architects and
engineers began to tackle their
programme as the elected internal
architects. JS staff were chosen from all
areas to build up a display team to lend
their experience to Basildon for a few
weeks—and in return broaden their own
experience.
Basildon's JS store which closed on
the Saturday prior to SavaCentre
opening provided some more experienced
staff for the hypermarket. Other
links with JS have also been
strengthened. Kenneth Wood, interior
design consultant to SavaCentre Ltd,
worked in association with chief
designer Peter Dixon and his team in the
JS design studio to produce results at
Basildon which differ from the previous
sales halls at
Washington
and
Hempstead. Large SavaCentre lettering,
colour coded motifs and other features
continue the established corporate
image but new ideas have now made
their debut. Kenneth explains: 'One of
the difficulties in hypermarket design is

to extend the liveliness and interest of
the perimeter into the central area
without creating too many obstructions
to the views across the store.'
At Basildon overhead displays of
graphics and colour photographic
panels of produce and merchandise are
suspended
above
the
produce
department, and staffed 'island units'
house the delicatessen servery and the
credit and enquiries desk. A mural
of a stylised agricultral landscape leads
you to the dairy department.
The restaurant, designed by JS
architects department, announces its
presence quite firmly with neon
lettering! Beneath the restaurant is the
TV and audio sales area adjacent to an
impressive lighting department.
So confident are SavaCentre that their
new store is going to attract vast

numbers of people, they believe that
Basildon could now bec<5me a major
attraction to Scandinavian visitors to
England. 'When we have settled in
properly we will continue discussions
with the Danish shipping line DFDS'
public relations consultant Selwyn
Morgan confirmed. If the deal is
successful it will be the first time
Basildon has joined the Essex battle to
attract
foreign
income,
although
Southend, Romford and Colchester
have already forged Continental links.
Cllr Ron Austin believes that
SavaCentre will have tremendous
appeal. 'I can only agree with all that
I've heard said about this store—that it
marks the full development and progress
of the shopping facilities here and that
Basildon has just been waiting for a
venture such as this.'

butchc

Fresh foods and bakery aroma attract its predictably
large audience.
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OVERALL LIAISON between JS and
Lawtex, a family firm based near
Manchester, has for over 15 years
ensured that branch and depot staff have
been safely and neatly clad in keeping
with their respective jobs.
At the retail managers' conference in
January delegates were reminded that
the company is continually searching for
protective clothing that is comfortable,
does the job it is meant to and still looks
good. Assisting in that quest is Lawtex

who keep in close touch with JS's
changing needs through the purchasing
department. It is this department that
has the responsibility of 'kitting out'
about 23,500 JS ladies.
Lawtex make overalls for many
famous leading companies. The firm's
wide experience, combined with that of
JS senior buyer in the purchasing
department, Maurice Raison, has often
proved
a
winning
combination.
Lawtex's sales director Tom McAvoy

Designer Marie Needham works in the studio where all patterns for
Lawtrex overalls begin to take shape.

At the beginning of the production line the fabric is cut on lays in blocks.
Above: Walter Stanley finishes edges with a band knife.

H

maintains a close working relationship
with Maurice, which is strengthened by
occasional personal visits.
The company began trading in
1936, when the present chairman,
Gerhart Schaefer, bought an umbrella
manufacturing business owned by a T H
Lawton. In the mid 1930s Lawtex still
only produced umbrellas, but when the
Second
World
War
disrupted
production it was suggested that the
stitching machinery could be used to

Peggy Wild (right) discusses the chalking
Sue Bringhurst before the cut o

Garments progress down the line of machinists and
each overall probably passes through the hands of
some dozen girls before the end of production.

produce garments—boilers suits for the
Army, for instance.
The garment division continued to
expand, even when the production of
umbrellas resumed after the war. More
diversification into leisure and babyware
followed. These too were successful and
the family firm became a public
company. Lawtex now own seven
factories.At just one of the locations,
over 20,000 pairs of jeans are produced
each week; and Lawtex is still the largest

a new pattern on to fabric with chief designer
sample is passed to the machinists.

umbrella manufacturer in Britain.
About 300 staff work in the
Failsworth factory near Manchester—a
converted cotton mill—where the
overalls are made. When a new project
begins the raw materials (British too!)
and the patterns are 'married together'
by the design studio under the watchful
eye of Sue Bringhurst, chief designer. JS
overalls start as card patterns graded to
the correct proportions from a dress size
12. Suggested new designs incorporating

modifications and special features were
modified for production by Sue's team
from sketches and patterns and two
machinists run up a range of samples.
When production begins the whole
process moves onto the floor above. The
floors are divided down their entire
length—one half for umbrellas and one
half for garments! Garments start at one
end with pristine rolls of material which
speed their way through various
operators until the finished product is
continued on page 10

JS senior buyer Maurice Raison (right) and Lawtex sales director Tom McAvoy
look at a sample being made up.

Press studs and the finishing touches are added to some JS Basingstoke depot overalls
before they are checked by the quality controller and hurried to their destination.

A steam foot operated memory press perfects an overall before it is folded, wrapped and sent down to the warehouse.
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A stitch in
time . . . .
complete, folded and pressed, then
rushes down a chute into the warehouse.
It sounds easy but the attention to
detail is paramount at every stage and it
is to JS's advantage that the Lawtex staff
all enjoy working on Sainsbury's
overalls and this approach guarantees
good results.
It's not only our branches that depend
on Lawtex's skills—last month a depot
ran low on overalls so Lawtex had to
'top up' their order. On the day the
Journal visited Failsworth the current
nylon overalls were being produced;
depot protective garments were being
rushed to Basingstoke; and downstairs
the design department was making up
samples of what could be a new look for
branch staff.

Quality controller, Pauline Richards,
makes sure that all overalls leaving
Lawtex are of a high standard.

Prince Charles
dines at HO
READERS of the Court Circular in The
Times will no doubt have noticed that
head office recently had the pleasure of a
visit from His Royal Highness Prince
Charles.
His Highness had a working lunch at
Stamford House on March 21, in his
capacity as president of The Friends of
Covent Garden, of which Sir John
Sainsbury is chairman.

JS men of
property
JS PROPERTIES LTD have announced
the election of Roy Linfield, Nigel
Franks and Geoffrey Haynes to the
board.

Soul food
ACTOR ALEC McCOWEN stocked up
with food and drink from Folkestone
branch before settling down to the solitary vigil of rehearsing his now famous
dramatic reading of St Mark's Gospel.
Writing in a recent issue of the Sunday
Times newspaper about his preparations
for St Mark, he said he would go down
to his country home in Sandgate to rehearse alone. But before shutting himself
away he would drive into Folkestone
and stock up his larder at Sainsbury's.
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An open and shut (nut) case
A QUESTION OF COST was raised by
a letter written to HTV West. Mrs
Humphries, a customer at Worle branch
bought a coconut. She sent the coconut
which was wrapped in cling film to the
programme Report West and said she
thought the covering was ridiculous.
'Don't Sainsbury's know' she asked
'that coconut shells are as hard as
wood? They've got their own protective
coverings, they certainly don't need cling
film around them. So how much extra is
Sainsbury charging people for the cling
film, which isn't even necessary?'
HTV agreed that it seemed odd so
they telephoned Blackfriars to find the
answer. The cling film is not to protect
the coconut, but to protect everything
else on the counter from the dust.
Robin Whitbread, produce buyer responsible for the fruit department at JS,
tells the Journal that like potatoes coconuts are very messy and for the sake
of non-contamination and attractive

presentation they are wrapped. The
coconuts are messy and for the sake of
non-contamination
and
attractive
presentation they are wrapped. The
coconuts go through a selection process
too before they can reach our shelves, to
make sure there is milk in each one and
they are graded to size. The total cost
for this selection and over wrapping is
2.5p per coconut but the cost of the
polythene itself is minimal. What the
customer is paying extra for really is the
knowledge that it is a good product and
the cost of hand wrapping into cling film
which is obviously a slow operation.
The produce department has initiated
many experiments over the years to find
out which items benefit from being
wrapped individually. Some imported
artichokes are wrapped before they
reach JS—not for the same reason as
coconuts of course but because
perishables such as these can have their
shelf life considerably extended this way.

continued from page 3
regulars from the old store. Some of
them had been shopping at JS for
almost as long as the company has been
trading in the area, and that's close on
sixty years. 'Beautiful' was a word that
was used over and over again.
With the budget on the following day,
the wines and spirits department was

even busier than usual, but there were
no signs of panic buying. With the news
next day that whisky will cost 50p more
and wine about 8p more, things speeded
upLate trading nights are expected to be
particularly hectic as Surbiton is a
popular commuter suburb. It is
calculated that there is a higher
percentage
of
professionals
and

executives living in the area than
anywhere else in the UK.
Surbiton seems all set to be one of
JS's most successful new stores. Thanks
to the efforts of the staff it has managed
to bring to the big, bustling supermarket
environment, the personal touch and the
friendliness that the counter service
branch just down the road was so wellknown and well-loved for.
Top left: Reception manager Diane
Oldfield is quite a shock for drivers at
first. 'They expect to see a man on the
backdoor.' She started at JS 18 months
ago as a graduate trainee. Her ambition ?
'To have a branch of my own.'

Top right: With a name like Churchill it
was inevitable that Philip would become
Winston. He has been with JS for 40
years and transferred to the new store
from old Surbiton. He has been ill and is
due to retire soon but determined to
'finish my time with the firm at a big new
store, so I can say I've had a go at
everything'.
Diane Oldfield

Philip 'Winston' Churchill
Bottom left: The smile that says
'welcome to Sainsbury's' belongs to
customer service assistant Gabriel Rague,
whose French surname has been
affectionately turned into Rags by his
friends. Born on a little French-owned
island between Australia and New
Zealand he now calls England his home.

Gabriel 'Rags' Rague

Dorothy Norwood

Bottom Right: Dorothy Norwood used to
work on the fresh meat counter at old
Surbiton, she now works in the meat prep
area at the new store. 'It's all so
mechanised. We had to do everything by
hand.' Dorothy misses meeting all her old
customers but says 'the old shop was hard
to keep clean—here it's all so easy.'
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Your letters
Letters are welcome and should be
addressed to the editor.

Un-ethnic-al?
From: D T Condon, fresh pork trading
Is the company's decision to incorporate
Ethnic Grouping on the Employee
Record in any way connected with the
government's proposal to delete the
question from the Population Census
form?
Tony Clarke, remunerations and benefits,
replies:
/ can assure the writer that the company's
decision to show an ethnic grouping
indicator on employee record forms has
no connection at all with the government's
recent announcement to omit questions
regarding ethnic origin from their
Population Census form.
It was, in fact, the encouragement of
government and bodies like the Race
Relations Board which prompted us to
capture this data so that we were in a
position to clearly demonstrate that the
company does not discriminate against
any minority group whether it he on
grounds of marital status, sex, religion or
ethnic origin. In fact, the main exercise in
collecting this data was undertaken in the
latter part of 1979 and had been collected
for some time for the retail weekly paid
staff It is, therefore, pure coincidence
that the grouping code has appeared on
employee record forms at a time when the
government
made
its
recent
announcement on the census.

Under inflated
From: G Follows, (seventeen years to
go!) fresh pork trading
Regarding your article in the February
issue recording the pension review increase of 12 per cent.
With inflation running at high levels it
is possible that those retiring recently
will find themselves with only 55 per
cent of their finishing salary having completed 40 years' service.
This will have been aggravated by the
awards of eight per cent and 12 per cent
in years when inflation was something
like 12 per cent and 17 per cent bringing
their pension down in real terms to
about 50 per cent.
The JS pensioners' happiness must be
relative to the fact that they need not
have been awarded anything at all.
Whilst fully accepting that inflation
proof pensions are a preserve of the
feather bedded civil service and have no
place in real life, an answer could be to
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base the pension on either the last full
year's salary or to include the finishing
salary as one of the best three of the last
eight.
Either of these methods would in times of inflation at least start the pensioner off nearer their 'two thirds' and in
times of no or low inflation have virtually no cost effect on the pension fund
at all.
Peter
Fryer,
manager,
pensions
department, replies:
You are quite correct in saying that the
pension from the JS scheme may be less
than \rd of 'final' salary, particularly in
times of high inflation where salaries are
significantly increased each March. It is
accepted that in averaging earnings over
the best three consecutive complete tax
years in the last eight, allowing for the
state basic proportion, reducing the
pension to allow for the widow, the
pension receivable from the scheme is less
than \rd of 'final leaving salary'. These
are the published rules to which we must
adhere, and on the basis of which present
contribution levels are set. Every effort
has been made to explain this process to
members of the scheme by way of pension
booklets etc.
To base the pension on either the last
full year's salary, or include finishing salary as one of the best three in the last
eight, could be discussed with members
but contribution levels would have to be
increased if any such change were contemplated. Meanwhile the trustees have
given top priority to renewing pensions in
payment. The last valuation showed the
scheme to be in balance and the absence
of any surplus was because of this policy.
All members should know how this pension will be calculated. They cannot know
what inflation is going to do to that pension once they have received it. The trustees study inflation increases in the state
basic pension, and the condition of the
fund. On times of high inflation they use
all the money they have available to review pensions in payment, as a result independent advisors can comment that the
record of the JS fund is 'outstanding as
regards pension increases.'

JS spells 'smashing'
From: Ms Cushins, customer at Kings
Heath branch
I am writing to you to let you know that
I visit your store in Kings Heath,
Birmingham nearly everyday, and I
think they deserve some recognition. I
don't think you have better staff in any

other one of your many branches and
from the manager down the line they are
smashing. I have to watch my money
with children to feed but I always get
value and a smile. This following little
verse is my thanks to Kings Heath
branch.
S stands for Service we know your needs
A is for Always our aim to please
I is for Instant help and care
N stands for Nutritious food everywhere
S is for Staff always helpful and kind
B stands for our Brand names they're
super-fine
U is for Unbeatable value and price
R stands for our Rich food assortments
they're nice
Y stands for You the public who we care
about
S is my last letter so Spell it out
SA1NSBURYS
of course, good food
that's what we're all about.

Overseas branch
A CUSTOMER at Derby branch recently had her cheque returned by the
passport office as she had made it payable to, yes, you've guessed, 'J Sainsbury
Ltd'.
Our thanks to Mrs Hill the BPO at
Derby for passing this 'customer funny'
on to us. How about more of them? We
know there's nowt so strange as customers. If we get enough maybe we can
quote a few each issue, we may be even
able to sweet talk our designer into turning one or two into cartoons, so the
branches can cut them out and stick
them up in the canteen.

Snaily Bulletin!
FRESH MEAT BUYERS we know are
always on the look out for new products
but this time we think they have really
gone over the top, if an item in a recent
daily bulletin is to be believed.
The item informed branch staff that
they would be receiving '. . . slugs with
the beef description topside/top rump'.
Ugh!

Don't forget last copy
date for the next
issue is April 25

People page
Appointments
J Phillipson, formerly manager of
Kempston, has been appointed a district
manager, taking over the branches on E
Weeks' district when he takes up a
special appointment in Coventry area
office.
J Trendall, formerly manager of
Hemel Hempstead, has been appointed
manager of Kempston.
R Spriggs, formerly manager of
Bletchley, has been appointed manager
of Hemel Hempstead.
D Ware, formerly manager of Exeter,
has been appointed manager of
Bletchley.
A Bonner, formerly manager of
Sidney Street, Cambridge, has been appointed manager of Exeter.
W Robertson, formerly manager of
Hoddesdon, has been appointed manager of Sidney Street, Cambridge.
P Turner, formerly deputy manager of
Stevenage, has been appointed manager
of Hoddesdon.
A Young, formerly a buyer in the produce department has been appointed
pork buyer and deputy head of fresh
pork trading.
S Langman, formerly pork buyer and
deputy head of fresh pork trading, has
been appointed bacon buyer and deputy
head of bacon buying.
IV1 Ennis, formerly project controller,
architects and engineers, has been appointed section leader, architects and
engineers.
L Bateman, formerly administration
manager, architects and engineers, has
been appointed capital estimates controller and cost analyst in branch development, financial control.

three years. He was then appointed
deputy manager at Wealdstone. became
manager there, and has since had a
number of management posts.
Peter
Downes,
a
driver
at
Buntingford, celebrates 25 years with JS.
He started work as a butcher at
Blackfriars and transferred to his
present job in 1967.
Dennis Grice, meat manager at
Bexhill, celebrates 25 years' service
withJS.
He started his career at Cricklewood
and transferred to Hastings. The
promotion ladder has since taken him
back and forth between Bexhill and
Hastings branches.
Reg Hamilton, a skilled butcher at
Purley has completed 25 years with JS.
He joined the company at Caterham
where he stayed until its closure. He
then left JS but rejoined after two years
at Selsdon, and on the closure of that
branch moved to Purley.
Peter
Hawkey,
assistant
meat
manager at Hoe Street, Walthamstow,
has completed 25 years with Sainsburys.
Dave
Smith,
manager,
branch
merchandising at Blackfriars,
has
completed 25 years with JS.
He joined the company at 114 Ilford
and worked in many branches before
transferring to branch display in 1965
and branch merchandising in 1978.
'Mr Willy' Willmer, meat manager at
Kingston, has completed 25 years with
JS.
He joined the company at 15 Epsom
and worked at many branches on relief
before being promoted to assistant head
butcher at Leatherhead in 1970. He was
promoted to meat manager at Dorking
in 1973.

before moving to his present post.
Pamela O'Brien has retired from the
branch engineers department after 13
years.
She began her career with JS in
branch stock at Streatham and
transferred to branch engineers in 1967
where she has been involved in all
aspects of the department.
Jessie Spicer, a supermarket assistant
at Leicester, has retired after 16 years
with JS.
Jean Torr, senior personnel assistant
in branch management personnel at
Blackfriars, has retired after 22 years
with JS.
She joined the company as first clerk
at Elmers End and did much relief work
before transferring to personnel at Tress
House in 1965.
Muriel Langley, a supermarket
assistant at Churchill Square, Brighton,
has retired after 24 years with JS.
She joined the company at 24
Brighton and also worked at 3 Hove
before moving to her present branch.
Alf Usher, branch engineer supervisor
at Blackfriars, has retired after 32 years
withJS.
Pete Lugton, grocery manager at
Redhill, has retired after 39 years with
JS.
He joined Sainsbury's at East
Grinstead and transferred to Oxted in
1942. After serving in the Royal
Artillery during the war Pete rejoined
the company at Purley and worked at
many branches spending his last 10
years at Redhill.
The following staff have also retired.
Length of service is shown in brackets.
Mrs V Land (6 years)
Mrs M Wakefield (5 years)

Retirements
Long service
Eddie Herbert, meat manager at
Feltham, this month completes 40 years
with JS.
He began his career with the company
at St Helier and has served at many
branches including 218 Sutton, 67
Sutton, Cheam Village, North Cheam,
Wimbledon and Putney.
Nobby Clark, meat manager at
Boscombe has completed 25 years
service with Sainsbury's.
He joined the company at Boscombe,
spent four years at Winton, and then
returned to Boscombe.
Reg Curtis, manager at Ipswich,
celebrates 25 years with JS this month.
He served at both 130 Ealing and 1/4
Ealing before moving to Slough. In 1964
Reg moved to display where he spent

Evelyn Cooch, part-time supermarket
assistant at Colchester, has retired after
10 years with the company.
Vi Ford, a fresh meat assistant at
Colchester has retired after 10 years
with the company.
Ivy Sharp, a cook at Broadmarsh, has
retired after 10 years with JS.
She worked for eight years at Bell
Green before moving to Broadmarsh.
George Sherlock, leading
store
serviceman at Redhill, has retired after
11 years with the company.
Gwen Burgess has retired from the
produce department at Kingston after
12 years.
Norman Slater, produce manager at
Bell Green, has retired after 12 years
with JS.
He joined the company at Coventry
and worked through all departments

The joy of
queuing!
QUEUING UP in Sainsbury's is one of
the things labour politician Shirley
Williams enjoys being able to do as a
result of losing her seat at the last
election.
Mrs Williams was the guest of
Michael Parkinson on one of his recent
TV chat shows. When he asked her if
she regretted losing her seat, she replied
that she regretted losing her constituency but she did not regret becoming
an ordinary person again. Being able to
travel on buses and queue up in
Sainsbury's, instead of going around in
black limousines she said was '. . . really
very nice'.
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Cyril calls it a night!
He then moved into an office job which
gave him experience of records and
wages before he was called up. Purely by
chance he was chosen to serve in the war
office in Whitehall where he became the
paymaster-in-chief s assistant.
Returning to JS after six years Cyril
moved to the private office dealing with
wages and personnel records. He then
went into the organisation and methods
department where he spent three years
before transferring to the mechanised
accounts department and becoming
manager.
Late in 1963 Cyril moved home and
workplace by becoming office manager
at Basingstoke depot just a few months
before it opened, and he remembers this
period of his career as being particularly
hectic. When the job of office manager
became redundant, Cyril moved on to
the planning department still within the

FRIENDLY LEG PULLING is one of
the features of Cyril Laming's long
career that he is going to miss most!
Night manager at Basingstoke depot
and renowned for his anecdotes, Cyril
retired on April 11 after more than 46
years at JS.
He admits that he will miss the good
natured jibing that has taken place
between staff throughout his working
life but, when we visited him just before
his retirement, he was looking forward
to an active retirement. Working nights
didn't worry Cyril as he says he could
'sleep on a clothes line' and the thought
of readjusting to sleeping at night and
the change of routine disturbed him just
as little.
Leaving school in November 1933
Cyril was told that 'he'd do' when he
went to try for a job at Sainsbury's.
That, he found out afterwards, was the
staff engager's opinion of him which
granted him an interview with Robert
Sainsbury (now Sir Robert). He was
simultaneously
bombarded
with
questions and asked to complete a
mathematical test.He is not quite sure
how he got the right answers but guesses
that he must have done. He says that he
has been referred to as 'RJ's longest
serving mistake!'.
Cyril began his career as an office
messenger at Blackfriars and after a few
weeks was promoted to become John
Sainsbury's (Mr JB) personal messenger.

diiiiftllP

rapidly growing depot. As manager of
that department and dealing with
operations planning, much of his time
was spent in contact with AGMs and
DMs and liaising between the depot and
the rest of JS.
As depot stock controller Cyril
worked five more years before taking on
all the varied responsibilities of night
manager. Last November he returned to
day work as he carried out special
investigatory jobs for the operations
manager.
'It doesn't matter which job I look
back to, I have enjoyed them all—
because I enjoy people!' Cyril says. 'My
recollections are as vivid today as when
the events happened!'
Cyril looks forward to his retirement
but knows that he is financially luckier
than some and thus can feel more secure
about the future. He has teased his wife,
Verona,
about
his
forthcoming
retirement but says that he doesn't
forget that she has had the house all to
herself until now.
'I want to live each day as it comes
and have no set plans, but I do think we
will often go out and I'll work more on
my allotment.' Cyril keeps chickens and
hopes to take up riding the family horse.
'We will not move house though because
we can remember what it felt like when
we uprooted and moved to Basingstoke.
So I think I'll just enjoy being a free
man!'
Cyril will miss the teasing and the hustle
of work hut looks forward
to the future.
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Pip and his birds
BIRDS ARE GOING to play an important part in the retired life of George
'Pip' Piper—the feathered variety that is,
because he breeds them.
George, formerly grocery manager at
Tonbridge, has bred birds as a hobby
for about twelve years and now hopes to
expand his activities. In his aviary he
keeps cockatiels, budgies and a recent
acquisition—canaries.
'They're quite difficult to mate', said
George, 'and when they've hatched the
young they need to be fed three or four
times a day, and of course working for
Sainsbury's I've never had the time
before!'
He joined JS as a runner at Tonbridge
in 1934, the days when 'work was hard
to find". Aged 14, George earned six
shillings a week and had board and
lodgings over the shop. He vividly remembers his first day with the company.
'The manager came up to me,' he said,
'and told me to carry a basket of eggs to
the shop window, which I proceeded to
do. Unfortunately a lady came into the
shop with a Pekinese. She went one side
of me, the dog went the other and the
lead caught me just below the knees. I'd
only been in the place a couple of hours
and I was flat on my face in the middle
of the shop, head first in the eggs! So I
ended up going out the back and crying
my eyes out!'
From Tonbridge George went to
Purley where he was working when he
got called up in 1940. 'As I worked in
the retail food trade' said George 'the
government naturally put me where they
thought it would suit me best—in a pio-

neer battalion putting up barbed wire,
concrete pillboxes and the like.'
He went overseas in 1943, first to
North Africa and then to Italy, where he
was captured during the Anzio landings.
George was taken to Germany and put
to work. 'The interrogation officer' he
laughed 'said he liked to employ prisoners in work they knew something
about. So I spent around 19 months in a
brick factory!'
When the Russians started to advance
George had to march, along with his
fellow POWs, right through Germany to
Hanover, which took well over three

A proper send off
months. But it was there that he was
finally liberated, and he returned to JS
at Tonbridge.
He was assistant manager at this time
and often did a week of instruction at
the training centre at Blackfriars, 'teaching people to knock up butter, cut bacon
and stack tea in pyramids'.
Tunbridge Wells was the first selfservice store to open in the area, and it
was to that store that George went on its
opening. He then moved to East
Grinstead, still then a manual store,
spent three and a half years at Oxted,
and eleven years ago returned to
Tonbridge when the new store opened.
There, he became grocery manager until
three years ago when he suffered two
heart attacks. 'I had to have six months
off said George 'then I just worked
from 7.30 am till 12 for a couple of

months, and I finished up working from
7.30 am until 4.00 pm'.
George retired on April 11 but prior
to this date his colleagues had organised
a 'proper send ofF. i was given a lovely
meal
at
the
Septre
Hotel
in
Southborough' he said. 'A lot of my old
pals that have moved to branches out of
the area came along with their wives—it
was a smashing evening.'
To remember them all he was presented by staff and colleagues with a
decanter, six glasses and an electric
razor, and his wife Rosemary received a
plant, i must thank them all again' said
George 'we had such a good time'.
But that was not the only surprise
George was to receive. Unknown to
him, Rosemary and their daughter
Jacqueline, a supermarket assistant at
Tonbridge, had been saving up and 'out
of the blue' presented him with a week's
holiday in Majorca.
'I'd never been there before,' he said,
'but travel is another of our hobbies so it
was a real treat.'
Neither George or Rosemary smoke
or drink and so each week they put aside
a few coppers towards a foreign trip.
During the last ten years they have
travelled far and wide to such places as
Italy, Spain, Lichenstein, Switzerland
and Austria.
Another interest shared by both
George and his wife is motoring—and
George has a new car on order. The
couple plan to explore the beautiful
Kentish countryside surrounding their
home in Hildenborough as much as possible in the future.

George and Rosemary relax at home.
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Archives
Salisbury can remember them at their
drill in the Bacon Yard at Union Street.
Once uniforms and American rifles were
issued, the name changed to The Home
Guard.
Union Street, being an important
food cold store, was placed under direct
control of The Ministry of Food. Part of
the basement was turned into a mess
room with bunks for the Home Guard.
Throughout most of the war a watch
was kept every night against possible
'Fifth Columnist' saboteurs. George

Marshall, JS veteran and manager of
Union Street, told of the great valour of
his men; apparently the ARP at
Stamford House said: 'It was more dangerous to face the Union Street Home
Guard with their loaded rifles, than to
stand on the roof and be bombed by
Jerry.'
Harriet Geddes, archivist on 921
6528, would welcome any stories about
'bombing by Gerry', especially the fateful night of Sept 10, 1940. More about
that next time . . .

Mr Earl, donor of last month's Griffin cap, has named the
mystery football team.
Back row: Christer, Earl, Parfltt, Whitelock, Deal,
Wollot.
Front row: Scott, Small, Webb, Murkin, Camron.
Team manager: IH Taylor, manager of Lewisham.
Secretary: C Hull, manager of 158 Catford.

Naming names

The Home Guard at home
AT THE FIRST RUMBLINGS of war
in 1938, England prepared for attack—
and units of Local Defence Volunteers
were formed. Most of the JS staff who
had not enlisted, joinced 'C' Company
of the LDV, along with R Hoes in the
Borough and Spicers Company in
Union Street.
For the first few months the Unit had
no guns or uniforms, but were still drilled regularly by a smart moustached
guardsman from the Chelsea Barracks.
Though only a young lad. Derek

OVERALL LIAISON between JS and
Lawtex, a family firm based near
Manchester, has for over 15 years
ensured that branch and depot staff have
been safely and neatly clad in keeping
with their respective jobs.
At the retail managers' conference in
January delegates were reminded that
the company is continually searching for
protective clothing that is comfortable,
does the job it is meant to and still looks
good. Assisting in that quest is Lawtex

who keep in close touch with JS's
changing needs through the purchasing
department. It is this department that
has the responsibility of 'kitting out'
about 23,500 JS ladies.
Lawtex make overalls for many
famous leading companies. The firm's
wide experience, combined with that of
JS senior buyer in the purchasing
department, Maurice Raison, has often
proved
a
winning
combination.
Lawtex's sales director Tom McAvoy

Designer Marie Needham works in the studio where all patterns for
Lawtrex overalls begin to take shape.

At the beginning of the production line the fabric is cut on lays in blocks.
Above: Walter Stanley finishes edges with a band knife.
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maintains a close working relationship
with Maurice, which is strengthened by
occasional personal visits.
The company began trading in
1936, when the present chairman,
Gerhart Schaefer, bought an umbrella
manufacturing business owned by a T H
Lawton. In the mid 1930s Lawtex still
only produced umbrellas, but when the
Second
World
War
disrupted
production it was suggested that the
stitching machinery could be used to

produce garments—boilers suits for the
Army, for instance.
The garment division continued to
expand, even when the production of
umbrellas resumed after the war. More
diversification into leisure and babyware
followed. These too were successful and
the family firm became a public
company. Lawtex now own seven
factories.At just one of the locations,
over 20,000 pairs of jeans are produced
each week; and Lawtex is still the largest

Peggy Wild (right) discusses the chalking of a new pattern on to fabric with chief designer
Sue Bringhurst before the cut out sample is passed to the machinists.

Garments progress down the line of machinists and
each overall probably passes through the hands of
some dozen girls before the end of production.

umbrella manufacturer in Britain.
About 300 staff work in the
Failsworth factory near Manchester—a
converted cotton mill—where the
overalls are made. When a new project
begins the raw materials (British too!)
and the patterns are 'married together'
by the design studio under the watchful
eye of Sue Bringhurst, chief designer. JS
overalls start as card patterns graded to
the correct proportions from a dress size
12. Suggested new designs incorporating

modifications and special features were
modified for production by Sue's team
from sketches and patterns and two
machinists run up a range of samples.
When production begins the whole
process moves onto the floor above. The
floors are divided down their entire
length—one half for umbrellas and one
half for garments! Garments start at one
end with pristine rolls of material which
speed their way through various
operators until the finished product is
continued on page 10

JS senior buyer Maurice Raison (right) and Lawtex sales director Tom McAvoy
look at a sample being made up.

Press studs and the finishing touches are added to some JS Basingstoke depot overalls
before they are checked by the quality controller and hurried to their destination.

A steam foot operated memory press perfects an overall before it is folded, wrapped and sent down to the warehouse.
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